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Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
Attempt AII questions.
The Jigares in the margin indicate FaIl Marks.
Assurne suitable data if necessary.

Define 'continuous' and discrete time signals giving suitable examples. t3l

Show that any signal can be decomposed into an odd and even component. t4]

Derive nccessary condition for a discrete time signal to be periodic. Determine
whether the following signals are energy or power signal (t) : 5 oos rrt+ sin 5 zct [3+3]

b) Explain the behaviour of continuous time complex exponential signal x(t) : c et'. t3l

3. State Parseval's relation for discrete time Fourier series. Find the average power of
/rn) . n

discrete time periodic signal X[n] = tin[;J usinS Fourier series coefficient. 12+51

a) Obtain the expression for analysis equation for DTFS.

b) Show that fourier series coefficient of discrete time signal is periodic in nature.

a) State and prove Time shifting property of continuous time Fourier Transform.

b) Find the Fotuier transform of continuous time unit step signal.

a) What do you mean by sampling, state the requirement of sampling frequency?

Determine Nyquist rate for x(t) = lror(l00rt)cos(300zct)
zfi

b) Derive the transfer fuirction for discrete time low pass filter.

a) Determine whether the given system is linear or not.

Y(t)=Ax(t)+B
b) Derive convolution integral of a continuous time signal.

Write short notes

i) Discrete data function
ii) Energy and power signal
iii) Causal and non causal system 

{.**

l. a)

b)

ev 2, a)

4.

5.

[6+4]

t6l

[2+s]

t5l

[2+41

t4l

t4l

t6l

[3x3]

7.
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t Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable'

'/ Attempt All,questions.
,/ The figu|es in the margin indicate Full Marks.
,/ Assume suitable dats if necessary'

!. Define even and odd slgnals. Develop the even/odd decomposition of a general signal x(t)' [4+41

4. a) D.erlve the Fourier Series Expansion of a continuous - tlme periodic signal x(t)' tsl

b) Find Fourier series coefficlents and assoclated phase of the signal with fundamental tsl

frequ€nct wol x(t) = t + sin (wot) + 2 cos (wot) + cos (2wot +nl4l

state and prove the tine shifting property of biscrete -time Fourier series. I4l

Explain energy density spectrum of a continuous - time aperiodic signal with necessary I5l

derivation.

b) Find and sftetch the Fourier Transform of expohentlal signal: x(t} = erp(je ltl) u(t)' a>0'

a) State and prove convolution theorem of discrete - time aperiodic slgnal'

b) Compute four - point DFT of four - point sequence: x[nJ = tO L,2,31'

Define sampling theorem and Nyquist criteria for sampling. Find the Nyquist rate for the

signal: x(t) = 20 sin (500nt) + 10 cos (300nt) - 50 cos (1000nt)

6. a) Define system. Explain causality and tlme variance properties of continuous - tirne LTI [2+41

systern. .

Find output y(t) of fTt system if input x(t) = exp (-at) u(t) and impulse resPonse h(t) = u111.

Derive the conditions for dlstortionless transmission for continuous - time LTI system.

Derive the convolution sum for discrete - time LTI system.

perform convolution between signals: xr[nl = {1, 2, !, -1} with origin at second position

from left and xz[nJ = t1, 2,.3,1] with origin at first position from left.

'

Find H(ery r{rd h[nJ for a discrete - tlme LTI system with difference equation:

y[n] = 0.5 Y[n - 1] + x[nJ

t5l

t5l

l6l

l6l

7

I5I

l4l

tsl

tsl

lsI

d.i(t
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Sabjecf; - Signal Analysis (EX6s l)

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
Attempt All questions.
The figures in the margin indicate Full Marks.
Assume suitable data if necessary.

1. Differentiate between energy signal and power signal.Show by giving suitable example
that power of the energy signal is zero and energy of the power signal is infinite.

2. a) Derive necessary condition for a discrete time signal to be periodic.

b) Determine whether the following discrete time signals are periodic or not

(i) SPn 5n
( 2nn\ ( znn\(") cos[. s )*.o'(. , J

3. a) Derive the expression to compute Fourier series coefficients of exponential Fourier
series.

b) Explain the Dirichel Conditions for convergence of Fourier series.

4. a) State and prove time shifting and time scaling properties of continuous time Fourier
series.

b) Find Fourier series coefficient of discrete time periodic signal

x[nJ : sinwon where wn = 3"N
Plot the signal when N : 5.

5. How do you find the Fourier transform of periodic signalsZ Find the Fourier transform of
continuous time rectangular pulse and constant amplitude A and explain the result. [5+5]

6. Show that convolution in time domain results multiplication in frequency domain using
continuous time Fourier transform. Determine discrete time Fourier transform of the

[2+s]

t3l

t4l

tsl

t3l

t4l

t4l

discrete time signal x(n) :2n U[n] and also plot magnitude and phase spectrum.

7. State and prove frequency shifting property of Fourier transform.

8. What is aliasing? Determine the Nyquist rate for the continuous time signal
x(t) = I + cos(2,0002rt) + sin(4,000n1)

9. a) Derive convolution integral for continuous time LTI system.

b) Compute convolution sum of signal x[n] - {1,2,A,-l} andh[n] - {2,0,2}.
10. For a system characteized by linear constant coefficient difference equation:

y(n):0.3y(n-l)+x(n), find the transfer function, plot magnitude and find the impulse
response of the system.

rl.**

[s+s]

[2+3]

[2+4]

t6l

t7l

t6l
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3.

4.

5.

8.
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./ Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
,/ Attempt All questions.
{ Th, fiSures in the margin indicate Full Marks.
,/ Assume suitable data if necessary.

l. Define Energy signal and power signal. Determine whether the signal x(t) - e-rt is a

power signal or energy signal or neither energy nor power signal.

Derive the necessary condition for the discrete time signal x[n] : er* to be periodic'

Derive the expression of continuous time exponential Fourier series x[n] - Asincrlon

Find Fourier series coefficients of signal and plot the coefficients.

State and prove the frequency shifting and convolution properties for discrete time

Fourier series pair.

State and prove the Parseval's relation for energy density spectrum.

Find Fourier transform of signal x[n] - anu[n](where 0 < a < 1) and plot magnitude and

phase spectrum.

What is aliasing effect and how can we overcome it? Determine Nyquist rate for a
continuous time signal x(t) = 2sin4h + 10cos2007rt + 5cos10h .

What is LTI system? For LTI system, describe the properties: (a) linearity (b) stability
(c) time invariance and (d) causality.

10. Derive the expression for impulse response of RC filter and plbt the magnitude and phase.

1 1. What do you mean by convolution? Derive the expression for convolution of two discrete

time signals.

6.

7.

[3+4]

t4l

t6l

t5l

[3+3]

[2+41

13+21

[3+3]

[2+8]

[4+2]

[2+6]

12. Adiscrete time LTI system is defined by the impulse response

the input to the given system is x[n]: [,-0.125,0,-1,0.5,-0.51, find and plot the output of

the system. g

13. Find the Fourier Transform of the ru.ut step signal.

17l

t4l
{.**
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1. Differentiate between continuous time and discrete time signals with examples. Show that
('J

ulnl - L6[n - k] lu-41
k --0

2. Calculate the fundamental period and fundamental frequency of the periodic signal
i'7- -\

x[n] = 3 sinl -] n+ : I\ s 2)

3. Derive the expression for finding even and odd part of signal x(t). Explain time scaling
and time folding.

4. Define discrete time complex exponential signal and its different types of behavior.

5. a) Derive the expression for Fourier transform equation and inverse Fourier transform
equation for continuous time aperiodic signals.

b) State and prove Frequency shift property of the continuous time Fourier Transform.

6. State and prove Parseval's relation for the Discrete time periodic signal.

7. What are the diffbrences between Fourier series and Fourier Transform? Find the Fourier
(l | .

transform of the cliscrete time signal x[n-l = a" ] Pl < I 
.r-s lo<a<l\

8. Derive the expression for convolution integral fbr continuolrs time signal. t6]

9. What is LTI system? ln a LT'l system show that convolution operation is commutative,
find y[n] when x[n] = t1,2,3,4]and nlnl = F,I,r] [2+3+5]

10. What is sampling? Determine the Nyquist rate for the following signal: [2+3]

x(t) = i + qos(200nt) + sin(4000lrt)

I 1. Derive Formula to calculate the impulse response of continuous time ideal low pass

filter. Is this system practically realizable or not. 14+21

12. Write short notes on: [3x3]

i) Energy ancl power signals
ii) Invertibility of LTI system
iii) Nyquist theorenr

t4l

[2-r3]

12+31

t8l

t3l

t5l

[2+6]
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{ Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
r' Attempt All questions.
r' Thefigures in the margin indicate Full Marks.y' Assume suitable data if necessary.

l. Define energy and power signal with examples. Describe time shifting, time scaling of a
signal @

2. Derive convolution integral for continuotrs time LTI system.@

3. State and prove Parseval's Relation for Continuous Time Periodic Signal.@

4. 
iillfftasing 

that may occur in any arbitary band-limited signal x(t) with band-width

5. Derive the expression for continuous time Fourier series in exponentialform. @
6. Explain the convolution properties of continuous time Fourier tansform. @

13+41

t8I

t6I

t3I

7.- Discuss the following properties of co4tinpo'lq time Fourier series. (a) Time shifting (b)
Time scaling (c) Conjunction. @)

8. Derive the expression of Fourier transform for continuous time signal. @
g. Derive the expression for impulse response of ideal low pass filter and discuss. @
10. Find the Fourier Transform of a continuous time unit step sigrurl.@

ll.Discuss different methods to reconstnrct a signal. Determine the Nyquist rate for a

continuous time signal x(t) = f cos(200nt)cos(300zrt). @
2n

12. Convolve the signals x[n] : ll,2,l ] and h[n] = 11,2,3, t]. G)

13.If the signal is periodic, find the fundamental period of the signal

xtnl = cos(

tsI

t7l
t6I

tqI

t8l

t5I

t5I

14+41

t6I

).*'(;') @,
lt
-n2
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1. Find the energy and power of the signal x[n] = d'n u[n]. u[n] is unit step function. What

is the period of signal x[n] = *r(#r), t6I

t21

[5+1]

t7l
t7t

t71

12+41

[3+3]

t7l

14+41

t6I

t8I

t4I

2. Plot the signal x(t) = t(u(t + 3) - u(t - 3)).

3. Find Fourier series coefficients for periodic rectangular pulses with unity amplitude.
Draw the magnitude spectrum.

4, Derive the expression for discrete time Fourier series representation of the signal x[n]
periodic with period of N.

5. Determine the expression of Fourier Transform for continuous time aperiodic signal.

6. Perfoim the convolution and draw output y[n] 'x[nJ 
= {l 2 2 3} and h[n] = {l 4 3} .tt

7. State and prove Parseval's theorem for continuous time aperiodic sigrral.

8. What is aliasing effect and how can we overcome it? Determine the Nyquist rate for a
continuous time signal x(t) = 6 cos 50 xt+20 sin 300 lrt - l0 cos 100 nt.

g. Find convolution between two signals *(r)={to-t' "1.0'1" and
[ 0 otnermse

[t for l<t<3
h(t) = {l0 otherwise

10. Derive the expression for impulse response and step response of ideal low pass filter.

ll. For the LTI system, describe following properties: (a) linearity (b) causality (c) stability
(d) time invariance.

12. If the impulse fesponse of continuous time linear time invariant system is h(t) = efut- 3)
and input to the system is x(t) : u(t - 2), determine the output y(t) of the system.

13. Describe bode plot with example. 
***
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1, Calculate the total energy and total average power of the signal given below:

x(t) = (3+4j) e2tu(-t)

Also state whether the signal is energy signal, power signal or neither.

2. Determine whether the signat x[n]=trtr(i#" -;)-r*'(#r) is periodic or not. rf

the signal is periodic, calculate its fundamental period and fundamental frequency.

3. How could you represent a signal x(t) with harmonically related exponentials? State and
prove conjugation and coqiugate symmetry property of CTFS.

4. Find the Fourier series coefficients of the signal

Xlnl : 1+ sin (2llAl)n * 3 cos (2IIAI)n + cos (allAl)n

5. Find the Fourier transform of a trapezoidal signal shown below:

a -1

[3+r]

t4t

[4+41

t6l

t8l

xtt)

1

3210 4 5

6. How can you generate Fourier transform for discrete time periodic signals? Explain. t3I

7. State and prove Parseval's relation for discrete time Fourier transforms. t5I

8. Compute 4-point DFT of a signal x[n]= {2,1+ j,l-j}and plot its magnitude and phase

spectrums. [4+21

9. State and prove sampling theorem for low pass signals. t6I

_l
10.The impulse responses of two LTI systems are given by hr(t)=e 2u(t)and

h, (t1 = u(0 - u(t - 5). Determine the equivalent impulse response if these two systems are

connected in cascade. Also sketch the graph of equipment impulse response. [8+2J

11. Derive the impulse response for ideal low pass filter with cutofffrequency roc. tsl

12. Given a system Y[n] : 0.5y[n-1]+x[n]+x[n+1]. Find out its impulse response and

frequency response. 17)

13. What are the properties of LTI system? Show that the output of an LTI system is stable if
the impulse response is absolutely summable. t8]

*t*
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l. Define Jeterministic and random signal. Determine whether the given signal is energy
signal or power signal or neither. [2+41

x(t) :5 cos (zrt) + sin (5zrt), --o ( t ( o
2. Find the flrndamental period of the discrete-time signal given below. t4I

x[n] = 1* r\@t7ln -4Q*ts)n
3. How can you represent a signal x(t) with harmonically related exponentials? State and

prove conjugation and conjugate symmetyproperty of continuous time fourier series. , [3+5]

4.. Determine the Fourier series coefficients ofthe periodic signal shown in figure below. t6l

x[nl

rl

5. Det€rmine the Fourier transform oftbc rcctangutar pulse *rown in figurc below: t6l

-Tr +Tr

0

a

t

6. State and prove mrdtiplication property of Fourier transform.

7. What is an ideal lowpass filter? Determine the response of RC lowpass filrcr to a unit step

input signal.

8. Define DFT. Compute DFT of the following sequence:

x[n] = u[n] + u[n- l] -u[n -21-u[n-4]
9. What is FTT? How it differs with DFT? Explain nadix-Z algorithm.

10. A continuous-time signal x(t) is applied to the input of,a continuous-time LTI system with
impulse response tr(+ fina tle o,rput y(t) given that x(t) : er u(--t) and h(t) : u(t - 4).

I l. Consider the two sequences

121s1

12+61

l4l

t8I

t71

teI

12. What are
I

zn , 0<n<6
0, Otherwise

rl' o<ns4 
and ttol={*t"l = 

{o , otherwrse t

the recursive and non-recursive systems? Explain with example.

J.L*

t6I
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S6jee - Sienal Analysis (D$sI)
/ Candifues ae re$ired to gve thek ansmrs in 6eir ovm nrcr& as fa as practic:f*-

t lb'frsino intla wgintudicde FalIMoks.
{ Assutu sfiabl€ futtn ifrwesscy

d Ul*rdo yotr rr#stal by pqiodic aild apreriodic sigrds? Explain ri& tte h* of
examples.

2. Determine whether the following signals are energy or po*€r signals.

a) (t):3 cos (2rt)

/n\b) x[n]=gosl ;;
\61

/
,"V/ What is the information provided by Fourier series coeffEcients of a signal? State d
w prove time shifting and cgqjugation properties of continuous time Fourier series

representation.

:

$

t4l

t4I

F+6I

t6I

l4l

12+31

4v Find out Fourier series coefficients of a periodic discrete time signal described over a
periodas 15+21

fz; lnls Ixtnl=lo; I<lnl<lx3
Using the Fourier series coefficients calculated above; find the Fourier series coefficients

.4,

ofthe sigral e5n*[n]. f
9. Given the relationship y(t) : x(t)*h(t) and g(t) = x(3t)*h(3t) and given that x(t) has tlr\

Fourier transform of X fio) and hO has Fourier nansform H(iro), use Fotnier transform
properties to show that g(t) has the form g(t) = Ay(Bt). Determine the values of A md B-

\fi exptain the linearity and time shifting properties of continuous time Fourier transfonn.

5t/ il;ri"H,:"*er 
transform of continuous time unit irnpulse and rectangularpulse. Discuss

n gPl,fina the Fourier transform of everlasting sinusoid X(t) : coscoot.

G-W Whar do you mean by aliasing? Explain with the help of frequency domain analysis for- impulse-hain sampling.

4 -llO.What 
are the properties of systerns? Determine whether the given system is time-variaot

or not y(t) = sin[x(t)].

Il+s]

Let x(t) be the input to an LTI system with unit impulse response h(t), where, x(t;: 
"-+u(t), a > 0 and h(t) : u(t)- Veri$ commutative law of LTI system.

t8I

t4I

6

,)
i)

a, t5I
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dbcrete tin€ L.TI s-vst€m has an impube respoose as shoer bdffi
t5l

l6t21
l" h[cl

2

I

0-5
0.25

-2 -l 0 1 2 3 {

If tlrc iryrtto the giva Eestem is x[n] : {-{25, 0.5,

fu o@rd of tk system.
1, 

-{-r, 0,0-25}, caffi ad dot

$y.Ddfr* systems with memory and mernory-less systems wi& exa@es Epiaia tk
causality property of discrete time LTI systems.

t ?6 ***
t3+41

I

I
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I

I
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I
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l. Define energy and power type signal with suitable examples. Sketch and label the signal
y(t) : {x(t) + x(-!}u(t) for given signal x(t) depicted below. [3+s]

x(t)

:l 0 2 t

{.'-
I

2. Derive the expression for Fourier series representation of a signal x(t) periodic with
period T.

3. Find the Fourier series representation of the signal *t"]:IL_-6[n - /N].

4. State and prove Parseval's theorem for continuous time aperiodic signal.

5. ALTI system has input x(t) = e tu(t) and impulse response h(t) : eb(-|. Find ouput y(t)
of the system using Fourier tansform of x(t) and h(t).

6. Compute discrete time Fourier transform of the discrete time signal .t =(;)- u[-n -l]

7. Find circularconvolution of the signal x[n] = {+,0,0, l} and V{l,O,Zy.

8. What is sampling. How are spectrum of continuous time signal and its sampled version
related? Illusfiate with diagram.

g. Write about the foltowing properties of continuous time system: (a) Linearity
(b) Causality (c) Memory (d) Stability (e) Time invariance.

10. Derive the expression for impulse response and step response of first order continuous

time system described by the differential equation tqP + y(t) = x(t).
dt

11. If the impulse response of continuous time linear time invariant system is
h(t) : u(tlu(t-3) and input to the system is x(t) : u(t+4) -u(t), determine ttre ouput y(t)
of the system. ;

12. Find output of a LTI system using convolution surn, if the input slgnal is

x[n]=6[n]+26[n-1]-6[rr3] and impulse response of the systern is

hlnl :26[n+l] + 26[n-l].

13. For a system characterized by Linear constant. coefficient difference equation y[n] :
0.5y[n-l]+x[n], find the frequency response H(d) and impulse response h[n]. Also plot

the frequency response magnitude lrt"'* I
***

J

t8l

t6I

l4t

t8I

tsI

tsI

t6I

tsl

tsI

tsI

U)

t8l
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l. Find the energy and power of the signal x(t) = e r0' cos(30nt)u(t). What is the period of

,"r(
).."'(

t
-+-1l 3

t TT+-
4

TIsignal x(t) = t6l

i6l

t6l

t6l

14+41

t6l

U]

U1

tsl

t3l

U]

tsl I

2. If compact trigonometric Fourier series representation of periodic signal x(t) with period

T is x(t):co*i"""or1rrcot:0n) where c0, cn,0n are representationparameters, then

derive expression for exponential Fourier series representation of the signal from the
given compact tigonometric Fouri,er series representation. 

'

3. If periodic signal x(t) with period T = 4,is, defined over a period as

-(t) = {'1;''' JJ,! i, 
then find the Fourier series coerricienrs orthe signal.

4. Adisciete time signal x[n] periodic with period N : 4 has Fourier series coefficients

given by a* = *r(+), ono the expression for signal x[n] over a period.

5.

6.

7.

8.

_9'

, 10.

r 
].1.

u 12.

'13.

Determine the expression of Fourier Transform for continuous time aperiodic signal x(t).
For givenFourierTransform, xfiw):6(w +4) + 5(w + 2) + 6(w) + 6(w -2)+ 6(* 4),
find its inverse Fourier Transform x(t).

If x(t) is real with Fourier transform X(o) and xo(t) is odd '.o*pon.rt of x(t) then find
Fourier transform of xo(t) in terms of X(ro).

Determine the impulse response and step response of series RLC circuit with input
voltage V(t) and output capacitor voltage V.(t).

Convolve the signalg xr[n] :0.5nu[n] and x2[n] : u[n] - uln - 5].

If the impplse resp.onse of LTI system is h(t) : e ru(t + 2) and input to the system is
x(t) : u(0 - u(t - 4) then determine the output of the system y(t).

What do yop mgan by distortionless transmission line?

If system y(t): x(2t+ 2) where y(t) is output and x(t) is input to the system. Is the system
(a) linear (b) time invariant (c) casual (d) memory-less (e) stable?

Find the discrete Fourier transform of the signal x[n] : [, -1 , 1, -l ] using decimation in
frequency Fast Fourier Transform algorithm.

Find the system function H(z) of the system characterized by differencp equation

y[n] :0.9y[n:1] + x[n], Plot the frequency response magnitude,llJ(d')l arid'find'the
irnpulse response h(n) of the system.

. :fr<*

t8l
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r' Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.r' Afiempt All questtons.

'/ Thefigures in the margin indicate Full Marles:,/ Assume suitable data if necessary.

.Define Power and energy signals with example. Determine whether the signal
x(t) : e " u(t) is power or energy signal and calculate the corresponding measure.

-{.

2. Find the Fourier series coefficients of periodic signal x(t) defined over a period of

I l:i:i]
[t.l t=oand6(t)={'f
[0,.J othenvise

x(t) = (t --2){u(t =2) - u(t - 3)} {-t - 2) {u(-t -2) - u(-t - 3)} where u(t; =

4. Write the conjugation and conjugate symmetry property of Fourier transform.

1y'For linear time invariant system consisting of resistor R" capacitor C input vr(t) connected
in series, if the output of the circuit is capacitor voltage v"(t), determine the iinpulse
response and step response of this:system; : t8I

-,{Determinethe4-pointDFTofthesignalx(n):[u(n)+u(n-l)-r'(1-3)-u(n-4)].
How FFT is efficient? Explain. 16+21

7. Show that the energy spechal density of energy signal is the Fourier fransform of its
autocorrelation function. t5]

8. Find impulse response of ideal LPF for distortionless transmission. Is this system'
practically realizable or not? [5+2]

wYEindthe circular convolution of signals x1[n] = [,0,0,1] and x2[n] -12,0,2). t5l
,*9.1f t}re impulse response of system is h(t) = e I u(t) and input to the system is x(t) : u(-t - l),

It, t>ol

lo, ,.ol'

t6l

Is+u

x'. ''',r "3.- Determine the Fourier'hansform of the signal x(t) given by,

lt0l

t8l.

t6lE

determine the output of the system y(t) where 
"C) = 

{OL, :::}

,).tDefne FFR and IFR system with examples for the system given t
ylnl - %yln- U +r/s y[n -21:2x[n]
Find out the impulse response.

r. .Yl
12+41

l?,.Let d, grve,n system be y(t)_: x(t + to;, to > 0 where y(t) is output and x(t) is input to the

system. Is the system (efiinear (b) time invariant Q)Zausal (d) memory-less (e) stable?

'.'' -Ii *:t*
t5I
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/ Candidates are required to give their argrars in thpir own words as far as practicable.
{ Auempt Allquestions, -t
't ,fiefiSures tn the.mirgin indicate Ftll MgtLa. ,y' Assume suitable data tf necessary.

, l. Define time variant and invariant systern. Detemrin: whether the'system.

a) y[n] : nx[n] + (i - n) x[n] is time-variant or tin.e invariani
t ) y[n] : x[0] + x[-l] + nx[n] is linear or rion liiiear'

t,oi'

I Z. Stow plot of the signal f,O1t-tf). Is this sigral discrete time or not? If it is discrete
I tr*

tirne signal, how can it be converted to continuous time; and if not in what respect it differ
: 

, 
fro1n, it's {isgrglg time counterpart?

3. Prove,that,output of continuous'time LTi system js convolutibn of input jignrl ancl its
. 'impulseresponse.. : ,,, : r

a. .Grr:en e slgnal x{t} : u(t). where u(t) is casual unit step signal. Find out its total energy
and total average power. Is this signal energy type or porver typeT

5. State and verify distribute property of convolution of <liscrete time .signals using

r convolution formula taking examples of tluee signals x[n], y[n] and z[n].
l

I 6. Consider a signal as shown in figure belorv.

14+2+21

[?.+{ j

[5+i j

lr+sl
Ijl+6]

U]

x(r)

. 1 
.r::; -. .1 _

t' '
1

t

Tz

Find its Fourier transform and show it's nragrritudc and phase spectrurn for

a) Tr = 0 and Tz : T (constant value)
b) Tr :Tl2 andTz:3T12
c) Tr :Tl2 and'I'z:5T12

' jl:; :.l,iii:.., ...:,.

7. Show, with neoessary mathematicdl derivations, that':CodtiriuouS,time F-ourier transfonn
is the limiting casq oicontinuous timfF-o;rier series".

Ir

.{

I
1

i
{

t71

. :.:. 1r
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8. Give a sigrral X(k) = {9,1, 2,311 repeating every 4 points. Assume this as Discrete Foririel f1

i:
-1-

Transform of a discrete time signal x[n], determine x[n] and show it's plot for n = -3 to 7. , 
I

9. UsingFFT'algorithm;IindtheX(3)oftheiuputsequencpx(n)= {9,1,?,3,3,2,1,0).,. , I

10. Define recursive *A fm. ,yrt"m. Highlight the differelr." b"*".n ,h"*. I. E*' 11. Given an system in difference equation y[n]:0.5y[n:l] + 0.3y[n-2] + 0.8x[n-l] + 0.6x[ I
find out itsimpulse response and- also diawtire"t fromi struciure olttir syit"m. I

I

12. The ideal low pasi filter is that filter whose output is exactly identical with input sig ' 
F 

l'-

except some constant multiplier in amplitude and some.shifl in time domain. Prove t i

thiswillbepossible.onlyiftransferfunctioirofthefilterisconstantamplitudeand.lirt''t' phase.Alsodefined'asDetermineirnpulse-responseofideallowpassfilier-,Is,ttlis,cas. ,i,,,,.,;*;.,, i,
, anti-casual or non casual? Discuss. . ,

-1. **r3.
I

i

i.j r. --T
':.1

I
T

...
I

.::t! :-r
I

'1
I

I

!'

-'1
I

i

I,i-J,'

f

t"
t.

+
I

i
1l .

loi

i

I
-i ii

l--
I

f
11r

.t 1.

1L.
i

:!
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, Define time variant and invariant s1'stem. Determine u,hether the sy-ntern. t4+2+2)
- a) y[n] = nxfnJ + (l - n) x[n] is time-variant or time invariant

b) y[n] = x[0] + x[-U + rx[n] is linear or non linear

-@2. Show plot of the signal I6tr-kT). Is this signal discrete time or not? If it is discrete
!=-o

time signal, how can it be converted to continuous time; and if not in what respect it differ
froii: ii"s ttiscre-1.+ tii;re tj-,:t'i, ,-,.rr-irt9 [2+4J

- 
Prove that output of continuous time LTI system is convolution of input signal and its
impulse response. t7l
Given a signal x(t) : u(t), where u(t) is casual unit step signal. Find out its total energy
and total average powei. Is this signal energy tlpe or power tlpe? [5+l]

' State and verify distibute property of convolution of discrete time signals using
convolution formula taking examples of three signals x[n], y[n] and z[n]. [1+5]

5 Consider a signal as shown in figure below. [4+6]

x(t)

il -----?--------

t
Tr Tz

- Find its Fourier transform and show it's magnitude and phase spectnrm for

a) Tr :0 arld Tz: T (constant value)
b) Tr =TD and T2 = 3 TD
c) Tr=Tl7andTz =sTP

- Show, with neoessary mathematical derivations, that "iontinuous time Fouriertransform
is the limiting case of continuous time Fourier series". ii , - UI



I
8:GiveasignalX(k)={|,l,2,3}repeatingevery4points.AssumethisasDiscreteFourier

' Transform of a discrete time signal x[n], determine x[n] and show-itls plot fot D,= -3 to tl, - .[a+l]. 
'-.-g. Using FFT algorithm, find the X(3) of the input sequence x(n) = 11,1,2,3,3,2,1,0). f?f I

10. Define recursive and IIR system. Highlight the difference between them.

11. Given an slatem in difference equation y[n] = 0.5y[n-lJ + O.3y[n-21 + 0.8x[n-l] + 0.6x[n],
find out its impulse response and also draw direct from I stnrcture of this system.

12. The ideal low pass filter is that filter whose output'is exactly identical with input signal
except some constant multiplier in amplitude and some shift in time domain. Prove that
this will be possible only if transfer function of the filter is constant amplitude 4nd linear
phase. Also defined as Determine impulse response of ideal low pass filter. Is this casual,
anti-casual or non casual? Discuss.

*{.rl

L4+21

l4+2)

l4+2t 
1

I

I

-i.
!

i

-T
I

I

I

I

I

I

-'l
I
I
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I
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I

I

i

l
I

I
I

I

I

i

i

I

I

I

I

I
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1. What do you understand by energy and pow-er signals? Explain with suitable examples.
Find total energy and average power of the following signals. t4+2+21

a)x(t):eat.u(t). ...-
b) x[n] = {3, l, 

0, 2 + 2j,7}

2. Find the convolution of the two signals given in figures 2(a) and 2@). l5+2)

x(t) h(t)=e-2t.u(t)

1

0

t0 I
Figure 2(a)

xlnl

t
Figure 2(b)

If x(t) is advanced by 1 unit and h(t) is delayed by 1 unit, find the convolution of the new
signals givrng appropriate reasons.

3. A discrete time signal x[n] (sh_o-ym in figure 3(a)) is applied t9 * LtI. syslem to prodpgq' 
an output y[n] (shcinm in figure'3(b)). t6l

3

1 -+

2

1

0t2345

LTI
System

2 2

1 1

-3-2 -1 0 1

Figure 3(a)

23 n
-4-3 -2 -1 0 I 2 3 4

Figure 3(b)

:::' ' ' :" a j:''-:'Findthe'output'of the'sdm*e.sySteni, if sigrra.l w[n]as shoum'in frguib:(cl is'appiied to it.

wlnl 2

1

1-2

Figure 3(c)

n



I

4 FindtheFouriertransfop.:_f,$:"*tiniloustimeaperiodicsignalgivenbelow. .:i ,: \.,.,., .[9]

x[t]

I

-l
(

I

1
I

I
I

-t
t

-'T

I

I

t-1 o1
5. What is the importance of FFT? Find 4-point DFT of the sequence, x[n] = \1,7,+,11

using FFT structure.

6. Differentiate between FIR and IIR systems using suitable examples. An LTI system is

defined by the system function, H(z)= - 
gjg+z-t)(z -zzl) -. Realize the

system using Direct Form II structure

7. Find the Fourier series coefficients of the continuous time periodic signal shown in frgure
below.

x[t]

12+s

. ,.1
I

[4+5], I

t10l I

I

2

t
-4 -2 0 2 4I 6

I

,t.

8. Define distortion. What do you understand by ideal distortionless transmission line?
Diffprentiate it from a practical transmission line. [2+6+1]

g. Prove that the discrete Fourier transforhr of circular convolution of two discrete time
sequences is equal to the product of discrete Fourier transforms of individual sequences. t8]

10. Prove Parseval's theorem for continuous time periodic signals. What is its significance? [7+1]
:1.*+

i''l
t

-!
I

tr
I

I

"||l
I.t

I

I
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What do you understand by energy and power signals? Explain with suitable examples.
Find total energy and average power of the following signals. 14+2+21

a) x(t): e1t. u(t).

b) x[n]= {3,+,0, Z+?j,fi ,: , , . : :

1,

2. Find'the convolution of the trvo signals given in figures 2(a) and 2(b).

x(r) h(t): e-2t. u(t)

Is+2]

n

t

:

1

0 '4
Figure 2(a) Figure 2(b)

If x(t) is advanced by 1 unit and h(t) is delayed by I unit, find the convolutiqn of .the nerv

. .signals grving appropriate reasons.

3. A discrete tirne signat x[nJ (shown in figure 3(a)) is applied !o an LTI system to produc? . - --
an optput y[n] (shcirvn in figure 3(b)). 16l

rlnl

-4-3-2-r 0 I 2 3

Figure 3(a)

J

2i
11

2

LTI
SyStem

2

.4-3 -2 -1 0 I'2 3 4

Figure 3(b)

,. . : , ' Find the oulpuq of thg,gam-e s.y-stem, if sigral rv[n] as slr.ou,1 rn flgure 3!c) is applied ,o.ir: 
,

w[ri] 2

1 I

-) -1 0t2345

Figure 3(-.,
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-1
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. Find the Fourier transform of the continuous time aperiodic signal given lelow.

x[t]

t8l

1

I 0 'l

5. What is the importance of FFT? Find 4-point DFT of the sequence, x[n]={1,7,4,3}

using FFT structure.

6. Differentiate behveen FIR and IIR systems using suitable examples. An LTI systeni is

defined by the system tunction, H(z) = -;: :$:1':'I3:il?i-L. Reatize the
3(1- z-r)(1 - 3isz-\(r + 5/32-L)

system using Direct Form II structure.

7. Fincl the Fourier series coefficients of the continuous.time periodic signal shown in figure
below.

[2+s] '.4,I

:::.1:...':1..
':.'.;.-:;'.
:l:.: :'; i:.

[4+5]

'uol -1
I

I

I

I

t

x[t]

2

-4 -2 0 41

8. Define distortion. What do you understand by ideal distortionless tansmission line?

9. Prove that ihe.discrete Fourier tansform of circular convolution of nvo diseretb tirne
{ sequences is equal to the prciduct of discrete Fourier transforms of indivi{uaf qequepge!. : . t8]

I
. l.

I
t

.{-li
l{
I

.:
-l

II'
I

iL.

r. i..-

+rl.*
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./ Assume suitible data if necessary. .

1. Discuss scope of signais and systems. Define continuous time unit step signal. Determine
total en€rgy and total average power of thi.s signal. [3+6]

2. Show the graph (plot) of the signal defined as "1 - (full wave rectifieC sin signal with
amplitude 1V and frequency 100H2)". Find out its complex Fourier series coefficients .

and show line spectrum. . . .: .12+5+37
3. Discuss alternate forms of Fourier series representation. Show relations between differ.ent

forms of Fourier series coefficients. t5]. , .,.. 
.. :1.

4. Define inverse Fourier tansform. What happens in the frequency domain.representation
of signal x(t) wten its time a:<is is scaled byreal c-onslant a (x(at))? Discuss and verify.

5. Find out Fourier transform of a shifted rectangular pulse arid shou, its spech-uni.

6. Find the irnpulse of RC low pass fiiter? Find out response of this RC low pass filter to a
step signal input.

7. Define power of a signal. Show that total av6rage power of a continuous time periodic
signal can also'be deter_rnined from complex Fourier series coefficients.

8. Define convolution of d.iscrete time signals. Verify commutative property of convolution'
usrng the signals {1,2;3,4} and {2,L?2,1\.

g. What is the condition for preventing tirne domain aiiasing in DFT calculation? Discuss.
Explain DFT eomputation as iinear transformation with "*r*pl".

10. Find out DFT of the signal {1,2,3,.A,!)using FFT algorithm.

11. Define recursive and non-recursive systerns. Give exa:nples of eaqh. Find out-impuise
response of the recursive system you discussed in above example.

' ***

l2+4)

.t
i

i
.il

[2+s]

14+41

[3+5]

12+41

[5]

l7l

Is+3]
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'/ Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.

{ Thefi..gures in the margin indtcate Eult Meitcs.
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3. Find out the convolution of the signals

. r(') 
= to 

' ' 
qtherwise and 

"u(t) = |

2064 .festha

1. Defrne signal and system. Discuss various characteristics of systerrs. (4+6)
2. Define causal system. Give an example of a causal system and discuss why it is causal

Q+4)
(8)

1 forl<t<3 :
O otherrnise

4. Define energy and power of a signal. Consider a periodic signal represented by the
sequence {7,2, 0, 5,3,7,0, 9} repbating in aperiod ofN: 8. Find its total average

f
power arid total energ]. (4+5)

5. Consider aperiodic signalx(t) =.5 sin(2.pi.t/600) as shown in the figure where vertical
. axis i-s the signal value and horizontai a:ris is the time (t) in seconds- Waveform is clipped

.. at voltage level 4.045.

S

8

6

4

2

0
.0 , 100' 200 300 400 500 600 700

Find out its Fourier series coefficients using continuous time Foruier series 
' 

analysiS
equation. Show plot the corresponding magnitude spectrum. (5+3)'

6. State and frove inultiplication property - time domain rruitiplication of two signals - of

7. Distinguish betweea DFT and FFT. Explain linear transformatio'n method of DFT
calculation with a suitable example. (3+5)

8. GiVen a sy$.em y[n]: 0.5 y[n-l] r 0.3 y[n-2] + 0.8 x[u] + 0.6 x[n-l], find it's impulse
response and Cetermine whether it is causal or not. (5+2)

9. What are thq charhcteristics of FIR system? Give an example of FIR syStern and discuss

its characterislics-&at make it distinct from IIR system (4+4)
10. What are thEcharacteristics of ideal channel for signal transmissigr2Also find the step

response of ideal filter. (3+5)

[rm
Level BE IIarks 80
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